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American vampire. Volume 1

It was the war of the trenches

GRAPHIC AMERICAN VAMPIRE

GRAPHIC TARDI

Scott Snyder

Jacques Tardi

Skinner Sweet, an outlaw vampire with no aversion to the
sun, takes revenge on the aristocratic gang of vampires that
created him, and brings Pearl, a showgirl on the brink of
death, into his undead world.

A dark examination of World War I delved into the
human cost of the war through the eyes of French
doughboys during their day to day missions.

Blankets: an illustrated novel

Neil Young’s Greendale

Craig Thompson

GRAPHIC THOMPSON

Wrapped in the landscape of a Wisconsin winter, Blankets
explores the sibling rivalry of two brothers growing up
in the isolated country, and the budding romance of two
coming of age lovers.

Daytripper
Fabio Moon

Joshua Bysart

GRAPHIC DYSART

As the Iraq War starts and her life takes a turn for the
worse when a stranger comes to town that only she can
see, eighteen-year-old Sun, who comes from a line of
women with strange powers, starts discovering
her own gifts.

The return of the dapper men

GRAPHIC DAYTRIPP

Jim McCann

Presents key moments in the life of Braas, a Brazilian
writer and sometime journalist, and the son of a prominent
author as if each episode would turn out to be the day in
which he was about to die.

GRAPHIC MCCANN

When the Dapper men arrive in Anorev to restart time
Ayden, Zoe, and Dapper Man 41 seek to repair whatever
made time stop.

From hell:
being a melodrama in sixteen parts

Welcome to Lovecraft

Alan Moore

GRAPHIC FROM

A fictional investigation into a series of murders in 1888
London carried out by the infamous Jack the Ripper details
the events that lead up to the Whitechapel murders and the
cover up that followed.

Joe Hill

GRAPHIC LOCKE

Presents the story of Keyhouse, a New England mansion
with fantastic doors that transform all who dare to walk
through them—and home to a hate-filled creature
that will not rest until it forces open the most terrible
door of all.

